
*Mat Boss can be very intimidating, this is supposed to help you figure everything out.

-SET UP
They should already be logged in, if not, ask a coach to log in. Find the meet/tournament

that you are at for the day. There will be an option at the top, it is very small but very important.
It goes between JV and Varsity. Make sure you are on the correct part for the designated
person. (Mat Boss is automatically connected to TrackWrestling so it will upload once the meet
is done). So here comes the step by step:

1. When selecting the meet, make sure the team are correct, the rosters should already be
uploaded.

2. Select the correct weight, then selecting the right person
a. You wouldn't put 106 pounds for your heavyweight name - common sense

3. It is important you get the person from the other team's name, you either look at the
book or you listen for the announcer if they have one. This is extremely important that
you get the name correct. There are a lot of siblings who wrestle together as other
schools so listen closely when they say the name. Again - the roster should be uploaded
already so find the correct name.

a. If the name is not in the system - pick a random name and write it down
somewhere so it can be changed later.

4. When recording there will be 2 square seconds on each side. One will be red and one
will be green corresponding to the ankle bands on each of the wrestlers.

5. Mat boss will only allow the options that are possible after each move is made.
a. EX: If there is 2 takedown there will be options for nearfall (it will show 4 nearfall

as a thing, it is not a thing in highschool), reversal, and escape. But if you get an
escape, a reversal is not possible so you will be unable to press the button.

6. RECORD THE ENTIRE TIME
a. It is easier to add scores when you can see what happened. ONLY stop

recording during blood time - sometimes that takes a long time.
7. Depending on how the match ends you will select the correct way it ends.

a. Pin and the time will already show up
b. A tech fall will automatically end the match
c. Points won will determine that the match is finished after the three 2 minute

period.

TIPS: When you get the names of the other team, put it into mat boss right away, you can pile
up matches so then they are ready then you're not panicking to find the names.


